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Abstract 
 

The systems having more than one antenna elements at their transmitting and 

receiving section is known as MIMO (Multiple Input – Multiple Output). 

The performance of a frequency selective system will depend on the power 

load distribution across the multiple frequencies. The existing system load 

distribution is not optimal and hence the system performance is degraded. 

The proposed Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (APSO) 

algorithm mitigates the optimization problem.The foremost challenge is to 

provide high Quality of Service (QoS) maintaining a better data-rate in the 

wireless access. This directly poses a demand of increased spectrum 

efficiency and high reliability is the wireless links with the available limited 

resources and fading propagation channels with other user interference. The 

optimization technique involves bandwidth allocation, allocation of 

transmission power, MIMI systems and sub-channel allocation which 

delivers required data-rate requirement for applications in real-time. The 

gaming theory used in the proposed system increases the secondary user 

transmission data-rate even under the spatial interference condition trading 

off the availability in the primary user absence. Using the maximum fitness 

value and with the help of optimal antenna elements, the proposed APSO 

model guarantees the better power allocation schemes in a wireless 

environment providing improved performance metrics compared to the 

existing methods.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The wireless network infrastructure has developed multi-fold in the past 

decade leading to the increased mobile subscribers. Further the excess 

consumption of energy leading to environmental issues like release of large 

amount of carbon-dioxide into the atmosphere Kim et.al, Molisch et.al, 

Sanguinetti et.al [1-3]. Therefore, attempts were made to reduce the energy 

consumption in the communication systems. Due to the diversified features 

of MIMO system, it is referred as the key technology in cellular 

communication systems which offer high data rates, reliability and transmit 

power with a single antenna Yongqiang et.al[4]. With the minimum number 

of transmitter and receiver antennas, the data can be transmitted parallel with 

linear increase in MIMO channel ergodic capacity. The system uses complex 

pre-coder and receiver system which interpret the transmitted signals and 

separate them into individual streams using suitable signal processing models 

Selvam and Vishvaksenan [5].  

The feature of Multiuser MIMO systems which has a BS of array of 

antennas supporting multiplicity of users limited frequency resources have 

gained interest in communication field. The MU-MIMO offers better spatial 

multiplexing gain Castaneda et.al [6] than the MIMO systems with single 

antenna. The equal allocation of power scheme does not fir in a power 

constrained systems where it cannot utilize the resources to the full. 

Allowing each user with a different transmit power, it derives three tractable 

expressions for the achievable uplink rate a lower bound, an upper bound and 

an approximation in between them.A scheduling model is used for power 

allocation to avoid interference with other users in the network to decide 

upon the optimal power and this involves a complex algorithms. This model 

derives each user power allocation schemes and optimizes them comparing 

their performance. Further, a tractable lower bound for the achievable 

downlink rate is shown which is very tight, deriving a similar power 

allocation policy. This will eventually improve the data rate over the power 

allocation with certain constraints Civil et.al, Lotfi et.al, Zhao et.al [7-9]. 

The gradient estimated improves the convergence of Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) algorithm whereas the computation of classical gradients 

cannot be applied to uncertain and stochastic system Li et.al [10], and 

therefore the gradient can be computed using Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation 

model. A memory based algorithm is developed which generate and evaluate 

simulated new samples the share and stored evaluated particles are sampled 

and used to approximate the gradients through local weighted least squares 

regression. The resulting regional gradient PSO‟s performance is validated 

by using standard problems and in applications wherein, the supply chain 

optimal re-order points are estimated.  
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2 Related Works 
 

In single cell configuration using multiple user terminals with huge 

number of antennas at the base station, Selvam et al [5] discusses a massive 

MIMO system. This increased antenna numbers also increase the power 

consumption of the related circuits such as DAC, mixer and filters. The 

objective of the proposed system is to reduce the consumption of power 

through power allocation schemes and to optimize the antenna selection 

process. Initially all the active users are allocated with equal power and 

eventually the power allocation varies depending upon the number of 

antenna each user manages. An algorithm model is to identify the power 

allocation and optimal antenna selection is proposed. Extensive simulation is 

carried out to validate the optimal transmit power for power allocation and 

the average data rate. 

In, Castaneda et al [6] proposed acquiring the channel state information 

(CSI), which delivers high system performance. The amount of CSI required 

in the channel broadcast is used to derive the optimal antenna selection for 

the Ma-MIMI system. This method uses a feedback mechanism, thereby a 

channel is selected from the receiver to transmitter and till all the receiver 

completes the reception. Based upon the feedback received from the receiver 

the transmitter then decide the best antennas to be selected for the 

transmission further thereby improving the data-rate of the system.  

A non orthogonal multiple access(NOMA) techniques used in an 5G 

enables MISO system is proposed by Civil et al [7] for an optimal BER and 

system capacity. It is widely accepted that, the BER and capacity of the 

system is mostly influenced by the MISO-SCMA system due to the variable 

transmitting antenna selection effect. Using the Monte Carlo simulation, 

better results are obtained from the proposed algorithm in terms of capacity 

and BER measurements. Further, the front end RF addition on both the 

algorithms is verified for BER performances .  

Based on PSO, local search techniques and Memetic models, Lotfi et al 

[8] proposed a new optimization technique.  With few changes and mixing in 

the heuristics these models exhibits better outcomes.  Further, the proposed 

model is tested and validated using few existing algorithms over some 

benchmarks. The proposed model achieves the desired output at with 

minimum time and desired time interval. Hence, the proposed algorithm is 

showed better results when compared with the existing algorithms. 

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

To improve the allocation of power in the desired network, the proposed 

methodology adapts Antenna selection and Power allocation with Adaptive 

Particle Swarm Optimization (APAAPSO) algorithm. 
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3.1 System Model 
 

Assume a K block of symbols in a MIMO system is transmitted and 

received with„t‟ and „r‟ antennas respectively. This block of symbols are sent 

to the receiver in a time slot represented as „T‟ and this system model can be 

described as  

Y = N + H * X       (1) 

Where, the received symbol matrix is represented by „Y‟ with dimension 

of „r x t‟, the codeword transmitted is represented as „X‟ of dimension „t x t‟, 

the noise matrix is represented by „N‟, and the channel coefficient matrix of 

Rayleigh fading is represented by „H‟. The received signal, Yi,j( i=1 r and 

j=1t ) at the i
th
 antenna in „j‟ time slot. The transmitted signal, Xi,j (i=1 t 

and j=1t) at the i
th
 antenna in „j‟ time slot. With zero mean, the Ni,jare 

identical distributed random variable and with each dimension variance is 

estimated by Nt / (2 * SNR). In addition, the entries in N are independent [9]. 

σ= r / 2* SNR        (2) 

Ni,j = Normal (0, σ) + j * Normal (0, σ) 

With zero mean and unit variance, the Rayleigh distributed complex 

fading coefficients is represented as Hi,j ( i=1r and j=1t ) which has 

independent entries with uncorrelated channel [9]. 

H i,j = Normal (0,1) + j* Normal (0,1)    (3) 

 

3.2 Antenna Selection with Power Allocation by Adaptive Particle 
Swarm Optimization (APAAPSO) 

 

 
Figure1 Design Architecture of the Proposed APAAPSO Algorithm 

 

 

Number of nodes 

PSO Initialization 

Compute fitness values 

Compare and find the maximum 

fitness values (power)  

Calculate APSO parameters and 

find optimum power allocation 

Update the particles which follow 

the velocity and position 

Obtain best power allocation with 

antenna selection using APAAPSO  
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To estimate the total number of optimal antennas, each user are assigned 

with equal powers. The user derives the number of antennas based on the 

power allocated. To decide upon the allocated transmit power and selection 

of antenna the proposed algorithm is used. These factors are considered to 

improve the sum rate achieved in the system and to reduce the consumption 

of power.  The figure 1 shows the design architecture of the proposed 

algorithm. 

Based on the transmission power consumption and high energy 

efficiency values the nodes are selected for antenna selection. The feedback 

overhead is also reduced to a greater extend in the proposed algorithm which 

is a key for achieving optimal selection of antenna with low CPU time and 

high capacity.  

 
Figure2 Block Diagram of Linear Procedure of the Base Station 

 

The predicted BER value is used to derive the optimal power allocation 

level. The generalized BER value can be estimated using,  

g (σ1, p1) ≈ p x exp {-q x σ1 x p1}     (4) 

Where,    
 

        ∑              
   

     (5) 

 
Figure3 Particle position based on the PSO algorithm 

 

The variable „Pl„ is used to represent the transmit power of the l
th
 antenna 

and the total number of bits used in the modulated symbol is represented as  
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„m‟. In the considered domain space, when the transmit power is shared 

equally then the global power is not derivable. Hence, the proposed APSO 

algorithm is used to obtain the optimal power allocation using the BER 

expression. The particle position based on the PSO algorithm is illustrated in 

figure 3.  

The revolutionary PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) starts from a 

random solution and through continuous iterations of validation it derives the 

optimum solution Li et.al [10] similar to the annealing algorithm model. The 

fitness value project the quality of the derived solution. This proposed 

algorithm model does not have the mutation or crossover operations such as 

in the genetic algorithms, however it estimates the global optimum solutions 

through the optimal value it search currently Shukla et.al, Kalra et.al, 

[11][12]. With efficient capability of searching, the PSO algorithm can be 

used to derive the optimal transmit power allocation when the users are 

grouped in sub-bands. During the generation of particles, the initial velocity 

of the particle is assumed to be at zero. The value of position and velocity of 

the particle „i‟ is updated based on the „d‟ dimension as,  

  
     

         
 (      

    
 )         

        
  

  
    (6) 

  
    

    
       (7) 

Here, the inertia weight is represented by „ω‟, the coefficient of 

acceleration is c1 and c2, the uniform distribution random variable is 

represented by randd1 and randd2 which lies within [0, 1] in the 

dimension„d‟.  

The best fitness value of the ith particle is represented as „pBesti‟ and 

with the neighborhood best position represented as „nBesti‟. In the global 

version of the PSO, gBest is used instead of nBest and lBest is used in the 

local PSO versions. An Adaptive PSO(APSO) is used to derive the optimal 

parameters, since the traditional PSO lacks search efficiency.  

Adaptive control of parameters  

Adaptive control of inertia weight:In order to balance the global and local 

searches in PSO the inertia weight ωis used. This inertia weight „ω‟ shares 

some common characteristics with the evolutionary factor ‟f „and it can be 

represented using sigmoid mapping as,  

             (8) 

Adaptive control of acceleration coefficient:In different evolutionary 

states, the c1 and c2 are treated in a different way. The coefficients of 

acceleration are initialized to 2:0 and based on the evolutionary states it is 

controlled adaptively. The coefficients of acceleration cannot vary rapidly 

and thus the increment and decrement threshold between the generations is 

given as,  

|                             (9) 

Where, the upper limit of the change in acceleration is given by „δ‟.  
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In most test functions, the random value of „δ‟ which is generated 

uniformly in the interval [0.05, 0.1] is found better [2]. In case of explore – 

jumping out states the random variable „δ‟ is used whereas for the 

exploitation-convergence states, „0.5δ‟ is used with a minor variation.  

In addition in the interval between [1.5, 2.5] the c1 and c2 are clamped. 

Further in the interval between [3.0, 4.0] the sum of these parameters are 

cramped. The acceleration coefficients are averaged, if the parameter sum are 

higher than 4.0 and it is represented as  

       
  

     
                   (10) 

Calculation of the fitness:Compute the fitness value „P‟ and replace the 

desired particles and ELS. The new position is updated whenever a better 

fitness „P‟ is identified than the gBest. The new position is replaced with Best 

and if no best fitness is identified then a particle Worst is moved to the new 

position. gBest is owned by Best particle and pBest is owned by the particle 

Worst. 

Velocity initialization in mutation: The search efficiency is disturbed by 

the inertial velocity of the particle positions when it is moved by mutation. 

Hence, a method is proposed which turns the velocity to zero when the 

mutation move the particles. Here, the initialization of the velocity is 

executed by the multi-dimensional and ELS mutations,   

For each particle:  

Initialize particles. { 

Do: { 

For each particle: { 

 Estimate the fitness function value  

 If the fitness <PBest then (pBest) =fitness } 

 Set current value as the new pBest End 

 For each particle:  

Compute the best fitness value in the neighborhood particle 

Using (4) and (5) the maximum transmit power pi is estimated  

Choose the best particle as the gBest; for each particle { 

Calculate local gradient {  

Calculate normalized distance base weights of previous function 

evaluations particles by Eq. 14; Calculate regional gradients by Eq. 13; 

 Calculate particle velocity according to the velocity equation (6)  

 Apply the velocity construction using  

 Update particle position according to the position equation using (7)  

Updating the particles: Every particle follows the velocity update and the 

position update using (9) and (10) 

If newly generated position xi is better than pBesti, xi becomes the new 

pBesti. In addition, If newly generated position xi is better than gBest, xi 

becomes the new gBest. 

 Apply the position constriction  
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 End 

 While maximum iterations or minimum error criteria is not attained 

Provide result as optimum power allocation with antenna allocation 

 

3.3 Power Allocation Game Theory 
 

The well examined and most fundamental games in wireless 

communication are the games related to power allocation. This power 

allocation games is known for handling complex signal-processing 

techniques. The frequency selective fading technique is used to describe 

these power allocation games. In this technique the uses will spread the total 

power across all the available frequencies in the wideband channel. The 

water filling algorithm is used to derive the optimal power allocation for a 

single user on a frequency selective fading channel. When there is more than 

a single user in the system, the resource competition arises. Let us assume the 

number of users is „M‟ and „N‟ frequency bins are decoupled to the 

frequency selective fading channels, with flat fading nature for all the „M‟ 

users. 

 

4 Simulation Result  
 

With finite number of antennas and secondary users, the numerical 

results are examined with the theoretical concepts. The power gain matrix g1 

for the Rayleigh fading can be considered to be exponentially distributed and 

let us consider g1,1, g1,2,….g1,Kare mutually independent and unit-mean. The 

channel matrix elements are represented by Rk and it is assumed to have zero 

mean and unit variance with circularly symmetric Gaussian model. The 

covariance noise matrix is assumed to be an identity matrix. Five 

transmitting antennas and two receiving antennas are considered. The SUs 

power is represented in dB with reference to the noise power and the total 

transmission power is represented by „p‟. On average ten thousand test runs 

are simulated for each scenarios. The existing PSO, Lagrangian and proposed 

APAAPSO methods are used to validate the performance metrics.  

Performance metrics  

The metrics considered are Spectral efficiency, BER, Sum rate, Time 

taken, and Max-min Rate 

Bit Error Rate (BER) 

The Bit Error Rate (BER) is defined as the number of error bits identified 

in a unit time. 

Mean Square Error (MSE)  

The difference between the source signal and the estimated signal is 

referred as Mean Square Error (MSE) and it is mathematically represented 

as,  

    
 

  
∑ ∑   ̂                

   
 
      (11) 
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Here, K is used to represent the frequency bins count, L represents time 

frame count,   ̂       represents the Short-Time Discrete Fourier Transform 

(STDFT) coefficients of existing and proposed output,       represents the 

desired signal STDFT coefficients at frequency-bin index k and time-frame 

index l.  The stop criterion for the iteration is given by,  

MSE(t + 1) - MSE(t) = 10E - 6     (12) 

Where, MSE (t) is the MSE value at t
th
 iteration. 

Sum Rate Capacity 

The massive MIMO‟s sum rate capacity w.r.t HPU ( 𝐻) and LPU ( 𝐿) 

is given by  

           ∑   
 
        ∑   

 
         (13) 

Here, the achievable rate of HPU and LPU is Ri and Rj for the i
th
 and j

th
 

user respectively bound in   ≥ 𝑗≥ 0; ∀ ,, of the power allocated in transmit, 

where the minimum sum rate of the user is represented as R0. 

 
 

Figure 4 Comparison of the spectral efficiency vs the SNR (dB) 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Sum Rate 
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The comparison of the spectral efficiency vs the SNR (dB) is illustrated 

in figure 4 for the proposed APAAPSO, existing PSO and Lagrangian 

methods.  The figure 4 shows that the proposed APAAPSO exhibits higher 

efficiency for SNR level of zero compared to the existing methods. 

The figure 5 illustrates that the proposed APAAPSO model attain 

improved sum-rate when compared to the existing PSO and Lagrangian 

methods.  

 
 

Figure 6 Bit Error Rate (BER) 

 

As the figure 6 illustrates, the APAAPSO model proposed suffers less 

BER when compared to the existing PSO and Lagrangian methods thus 

improved power clustering efficiency. 

 

 
 

Figure 7 Time Taken 

 

The proposed APAAPSO model takes less time to attain the desired SNR 

levels compared to the existing PSO and Lagrangian models and is shown in 

the figure 6.  

 
5 Conclusions 

 

To improve the allocation of transmit power in the wireless 

communication, APAAPSO model is proposed. For transmission based on  
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MIMO techniques, a power allocation scheme based on a game theory is 

discussed. The channel function and the required BER levels are fixed based 

on the transmit power in the proposed model. The real problem is fixing the 

optimal transmit power allocation and the selection of antenna. This problem 

is solved using the proposed APAAPSO algorithm with suitable antenna and 

optimal power allocation. The better objective value is derived for the 

optimal transmit power using the proposed APSO algorithm. This algorithm 

is validated and found to deliver better sum rate, lower BER, time 

complexity and higher spectral efficiency. 
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